Percentage of Performance Gain with Diskeeper

“I love the Diskeeper Server product and the fact that you support the 64bit Itanium Operating System is a huge benefit to us. These systems are very critical and the fragmentation prior to using Diskeeper was really hurting performance. The drives were at about 90% fragmentation and with Automatic defrag enabled they stay around 3-5%. That feature alone makes the product worthwhile.”

Rick Sadley, Systems Administrator, Barnes & Noble Distribution #360 Fortune list

“Our IT problems were mainly sluggish systems due to fragmentation; then I installed Diskeeper on our systems and it actually runs great. The IntelliWrite technology works like a charm. We can defrag a 150 GB partition which has Windows 7, two instances of Oracle, Visual Studio, and whole bunch of other software in a matter of 5-10 minutes!

“IntelliWrite reduces the amount of time that a full defrag takes. Prior to using Diskeeper, the same defrag job would have taken 45 minutes where now it runs in 5-10 minutes.”

Derik Harris, Programmer/Analyst, Infinte Technologies, Inc

“File fragmentation had a significant impact on the backup performance of all servers previously identified. Defragging drives on Server1 (both target and source drives) with Diskeeper helped boost throughput by 67%, the average throughput increased from 7MB/s to 11.7MB/s for 5 concurrent drive backups. The longest runtime for any backup job in that group was 10 hours. Defragging the target drives on Server2 increased throughput by 73%, the average throughput increased from 5.9MB/s to 10.2MB/s for 6 concurrent drive backups. The longest runtime for any backup job in that group was = 11.5hrs. Consequently, all tape protection operations ran properly and according to schedules with no data sets missed.”

Randy Czerwinskyj, Network Administrator, Toromont CAT #46 Fortune list

“Diskeeper helps with storage performance which means I/O throughput (read\write\seek speeds) which translates to faster application response times. We run a nightly batch of jobs for our applications and the jobs complete between 5 and 20 minutes faster than if Diskeeper is not in use on that server.”

“We found that the best feature in Diskeeper is that it is completely automated and works the way it should. We have noticed vast improvements in performance and reliability of the servers with Diskeeper installed on them, especially on our database servers which initially had extremely horrific fragmentation.”

George W. Alexander III, CLASS Operations , ACS Inc./Franklin Templeton #393 Fortune list